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Workshop summary
Provided by Kirsten Wilmer-Becker, Met Office
The 6th GOVST workshop was organised with the help of our colleagues at BoM and CSIRO. After the
previous GOVST meetings who were mainly dealing with managerial issues this event allowed for
more time to focus on the science and in particular on the efforts of local research groups. The
science day presentations were well received (see section 6) and some were very relevant in the
context of current task team (TT) activities.
The GOV TTs are increasingly active in linking their work plans and activities to each other as well as
to the efforts of external groups and organisations, such as WGNE, CLIVAR/GSOP, OSTST/ARCOM,
GEO and GOOS/TPOS, which puts them into an important position regarding the international and
intergovernmental ocean science/research landscape. The use and impact of observations is of
particular interest in this context. The GOVST encourages the involvement in such activities but is
aware that TT activities will need strong commitment to follow through. The Patrons’ Group is
engaging closer with the TT co-chairs (via champions) and will support activities and coordination.
Discussions have been initiated to explore and collect information about the resource requirements
for the TTs. A 6-monthly progress report from the TTs (quad-charts) has been introduced and was
welcomed as a very useful tool to be kept up to date. A number of TT events are planned for next
year (see 10.3 for further details).
A short Patrons’ Group meeting whose main discussion related to the declining programme office
funding was set up alongside the GOVST meeting. An initiative to reinstate a healthy financial
situation is being sought by the PG chair, which was supported by PG members. This is an issue that
needs to be monitored closely and requires a long-term solution.
The GOVST is hoping to again get engaged in the organisation of a new summer school which is
focusing on new frontiers of operational oceanography. This initiative is led by Jacques Verron, LEGI
and is planned to be run at IMEDEA, Majorca, autumn 2017 (see 9. for further details).
The next GOVST meeting is planned to be organised in Kochi, India (Nov 2016) and it will be
important to then focus on the next stage of GOV (update of strategic, plan, review and symposium).
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Welcome & introductions
Presented by Andreas Schiller, Gary Brassington, Rick Bailey, Neville Smith and Kirsten Wilmer-Becker
Rick Bailey (BoM) and Gary Brasington (BoM) welcomed all meeting participants to the 6th GOVST
meeting. Particular thanks were given to the meeting organisers and sponsors BoM, CSIRO and
EUMETSAT.
Following the introduction, Neville Smith presented a welcome speech highlighting the longstanding
involvement of GOV in the evolution of operational oceanography including its contributions to Argo
and GHRSST and the future plans for collaborations supporting TPOS2020. Furthermore he informed
the GOVST about the Australian National Marine Science Plan which launched in August 2015 and
draws together the knowledge and experience of many organisations, universities and government
departments to address the critical challenges facing Australia in the next years.
The objective of the 6th Annual meeting of the GOV Science Team was to exchange on and review
the progress made in the GOV task teams in the past year, to discuss collaborations within and
outside GOV and to review the GOV strategy with focus on future plans. In addition this meeting will
allow time for a “science day” with focus on Western Boundary currents.
The meeting was held at the Q Station, Manly near Sydney in one of the old hospital blocks.
Although the weather was sunny and warm when the meeting started, it changed during the week
to regular thunderstorms with a lot of rain. However, the venue was pleasant with many nice walks
and great views towards Sydney and the surrounding area.
Presentation (welcome/intro) available from: Welcome

1.

Meeting topics and objectives

Presented by Andreas Schiller, CSIRO
As agreed at the last GOVST meeting in Beijing the emphasis of this meeting was to include more
science related topics. The task team presentations (day 2) and the task team work plan progress
reports (quad-charts) provided a number of science questions relevant to the TTs and its future
activities. Furthermore, a full science day (day 4) was dedicated to presentations by local scientist
and invitees focussing on “western boundary currents”.
The other main objectives of this meeting were:
-

-

review of task team work plans which were set up following the GOV review
communication with and integration of GOV in the international and intergovernmental
landscape (providing presentations from representatives from CEOS, GOOS, OOPC, JCOMM,
ET-OOFS, GSOP/CLIVAR, Argo, Altimetry, GHRSST)
review of strategy and GOV future plans

The representation of the GOV national groups this year was arranged via posters rather than oral
presentations (to save time for the science day). All submitted poster presentations can be viewed
online at: https://www.godae-oceanview.org/outreach/meetings-workshops/annual-science-teammeetings/govst-vi/presentations/#poster
Presentation available from: GOVST-VI: 6th Meeting
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1.1 Patrons’ Group report
Presented by Masafumi Kamachi – MRI/JMA
MK presented a short overview of the current situation of the Patrons’ Group, representing the GOV
Patrons’ Group chair Paul DiGiacomo. Since last year there have been some changes of the PG
membership as Philippe Escudier (CNES) was welcomed as a new member (with Juliette Lambin
leaving) and Hendrik Tolman (NOAA) has now fully transitioned to the Patrons’ Group representing
NOAA/NCEP.
The Patrons’ Group Champions for the GOV Task Teams have also been identified. They support the
TT development and implementation of activities.
●

COSS-TT  Pierre-Yves Le Traon (Ifremer/Mercator Ocean) & Masafumi Kamachi (MRI-JMA)

●

CP-TT  Hendrik Tolman (NOAA) & Hui Wang (NMEFC)

●

DA-TT  Johnny Johannessen (NERSC)

●

IV-TT John Siddorn (UK Met Office)

●

MEAP-TT  Paul DiGiacomo (NOAA)

●

OSEval-TT Craig Donlon (ESA), Eric Lindstrom (NASA) & Hans Bonekamp (EUMETSAT)

Progress from the TTs is now being collected every 6 months in the form of quad-charts (a brief
technical description of the TT status divided in four quadrants focussing on the (1) objectives, (2)
accomplishments, (3) future plans and (4) issues (incl. resource requirements)) and provides the
basis for measuring progress, addressing problems and providing feedback to the TT co-chairs from
the Patrons. Engagement of the TTs with the wider science community/experts is developing well
resulting in invitations of new TT members and linking to international research groups. Synergies
and collaborations between the GOV TTs are also growing with more joint TT events being planned,
e.g. a joint DA-TT/MEAP-TT workshop in July 2016 (at UCSC, supported by NOAA).
On a related note, NOAA and CSIRO have partnered to jointly host the GEO Blue Planet Secretariat,
now to be located in College Park, Maryland USA and Dutton Park, Queensland, Australia.
Securing adequate resources for support of the GOV Project Office and Task Team Activities
continues to be a challenge, but there are good opportunities to better align GOV with the needs
and requirements of Patrons organizations and global users. The Patrons will continue to actively
support the GOVST Chairs and TT’s to advance the GOV purpose of accelerating the improvement
and exploitation of operational ocean forecast systems
Presentation available from: GODAE OceanView Patrons’ Group Report: 2015

1.2 Programme office report
Presented by Kirsten Wilmer-Becker
KWB provided an overview of the 2015/16 programme office work, which was among other
things focussed on organising GOV events, support the GOV special issue publication and
facilitate the TT/Patrons communication and collaboration. All of the actions from the last
meeting were done, with one remaining issue related to the publication of class-4
intercomparisons results (carried out through the IV-TT) on the GOV website. A questionnaire
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checking with class-4 intercomparisons contributors on the details will be sent out after the
meeting.
Four GOV workshops/meetings were organised (DA-TT – May 2015, MEAP-TT – June 2015,
COSS-TT/ARCOM – Aug/Sep 2015 and GOVST-VI in Nov 2015). The PO supported the drafting,
circulating and completing of the GOV strategy and TT quad-charts. The GOV PO has also
started to be closer engaged with the programme offices of other international/
intergovernmental organisation (i.e. OOPC, CLIVAR/GSOP and others) to help coordinate joint
activities.
The financial situation of the GOV PO remains critical and a lot of time was spent to follow up
with sponsors, discussing to continue/or start financial support, review and provide overviews
of the financial situation to the PG and to discuss ways and possible solutions to resolve the
issue.
There were some changes in membership of the GOVST. Marina Tonani (now Met Office) a nd
Francis Pavanathara (INCOIS) have left the science team and Giovanni Coppini (CMCC) and
Abhisek Chatterjee (INCOIS) respectively have taken over. Furthermore, Natacha Bernier is
replacing Fraser Davidson as representative for DFO, with Fraser now serving as GOVST cochair.
Action G-VI-1:

GOVST co-chairs and PO to consider ways to better support the PO.

Presentation available from: GOV Programme Office Report 2015

1.3 TPOS 2020 overview and possible joint actions with GOV
Presented by Neville Smith, Co-Chair TPOS 2020 SC
TPOS 2020 is a focused, finite term project, to be completed in 2020, with its primary outcome being
an international coordinated and supported sustainable observing system for the Tropical Pacific
Ocean. Similar to GODAE and GOV, TPOS 2020 is a mostly independent project led by a Steering
Committee which has divided its work through six task teams and supported by a Patrons’ Group:






Broadly based regional Western and Eastern Pacific Task Teams, in principle spanning the
scientific scope of TPOS, but with a primary objective of enhancing regional engagement and
support of the observing system.
Domain-specific Task Teams in scientific areas where either the current observing system is
not mature, or where the level of knowledge and effort is not meeting need.
Biogeochemistry, the Planetary Boundary Layer, and Modelling and Data Assimilation are
the initial three foci.
The Backbone Task Team builds on the work of
the other Task Teams and on existing
knowledge to design the backbone (core) of the
TPOS, the cornerstone/fundamental
contributions that we seek to sustain over the
long-term.

Reports from the task team outcomes will be provided
in three stages with the final report anticipated in 2020. There are also various white papers
available from the TPOS 2020 website. More information is available from annex E.
8

The issue of wasted observation was highlighted, and emphasised that these should be better used
to e.g. get a good idea of the signal/noise ratio, whether the physics work in the models or the
parameterisation is accurate. It could be useful to involve the IV-TT and/or OSEval-TT. Neville and
Tony should consider a set of questions for the TT co-chairs to find out whether the IV-TT or OSEvalTT can support TPOS2020. It was also proposed for the MEAP-TT to get involved as they could
provide recommendation on the final design for the TPOS. After 2020 TPOS support is not yet
secured. However, there are plans to engage with JCOMM to arrange for TPOS to be sustained longterm.
A number of actions were proposed to be adopted by the GOV TTs but have not been confirmed yet:


OSEval-TT to nominate an observer for the TOPO2020



Tony Lee, with appropriate TTs, to further develop the proposal around budget closure, taking
advantage of the interest in TPOS 2020 in this issue



Through the CP-TT, (and perhaps the DA TT) provide advice on observations that will be needed
for developing coupled DA systems



OSEval-TT, working with the TPOS 2020 Modelling and Data Assimilation Task Team, to examine
the feasibility of 1 or 2 OSE/OSSE studies that might be completed over the coming 12 months,
and be a focus of the next OSEval-TT workshop



TPOS 2020 Modelling and Data Assimilation TT to work with the Validation/OSEval- TTs on the
potential for innovations to be used to guide TPOS 2020 design and to identify hot spots for
systematic errors.



MEAP-TT Co-Chairs to discuss options for cooperation with the TPOS 2020 Biogeochemistry TT.
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2. Task Team Day – work plans and science questions
All TT co-chairs provided a short overview of the TT progress of the past year and also presented one
/two science questions which are understood to be of relevance for the work of the task team.
Overall the TT progress has been good and plans are progressing. Details are provided below:

2.1 COSS-TT
Presented by Villy Kourafalou, University of Miami and Pierre De May, LEGOS
PDM reported from the latest developments in the COSS-TT. The TT is getting larger with now
almost 30 core members and a growing community of over 100 people/groups involved in COSS-TT
activities. Four workshops were held in the past years (starting in Jan 2012) to define the priorities of
the TT which focuses on monitoring, model development and downscaling, including DA. Links to
other groups and communities have been established, for example with the IV-TT and the coastal
altimetry community. The group has published 2 community papers in the GOV special issue and is
in the process of publishing a Topical Collection of papers in Ocean Dynamics as a special issue (14
papers).
The focus of the TT is on (i) enabling/supporting the development of Global Operational Forecasting
Systems and applications; (ii) illustrating the added value of downscaling; and (iii) showing the need
for better coastal altimetry and applications.
The COSS-TT wants to quantify the value of downscaling and be as inclusive as possible in getting
information from large-scale and regional models for comparison (link to IV-TT).
Two specific actions from the COSS-TT/ARCOM workshop in Lisbon (Sep 2015) initiating
collaboration between the IV-TT and the COSS-TT are being addressed:
•

Action A: Voluntary (GOV) groups compare large-scale and downscaled regional/coastal
systems with the same metrics

•

Action B: Launch coastal Pilot Projects with a focus on downscaling and quality metrics.

These actions support one of the COSS-TT focus areas which strives to work towards better
integration between COFS (coastal ocean forecasting systems) and LOFS (large-scale ocean
forecasting systems) via downscaling (models & data), and in particular to illustrate the added
value of downscaling with consistent metrics (COSS-TT focus area 2).
Following on from the TT overview, VK opened the discussion with two science questions the COSSTT is concerned with:
Q1 - What are the most important processes governing interactions of coastal and shelf seas with
land and offshore forcings?
The understanding is that coastal physics in nested models, shelf-break processes / boundary
currents and downscaling / upscaling are the most important processes and will require a seamless
integration between COFS and LOFS. Coastal areas are rich in processes involving nutrients, rivers,
freshwater flux, sediments, land-sea interaction. The investigation of these processes may require
very high resolution models and analyses, seamless integration, two-way nesting, special boundary
conditions and forcing.
10

Q2 - How does the physical connectivity support biological connectivity?
It was proposed that it would be useful for the COSS-TT to engage closer with the MEAP-TT to
address the question of connectivity and what physical models should be used to provide support to
off-line or fully coupled biogeochemical models.
Presentation available from:
 The GOV COSS Task Team: News + Focus activities
 The GOV COSS Task Team: Science Questions

2.2 CP-TT
Presented by Hal Ritchie, Environment Canada
The Coupled Prediction Task Team (CP-TT) is drawing together international scientific and technical
expertise in ocean, sea-ice and wave prediction and is fostering collaboration with expert groups in
atmospheric -land surface -hydrology prediction to accelerate the development of fully coupled
systems for short-to medium-range prediction. Research and development is in progress by CP-TT
members to quantify the impacts of coupling for ocean-wave-sea ice -atmosphere phenomena and
interfacial flux phenomena, which will be further pursued in the coming years. There is already
mounting evidence of the importance of atmosphere-ocean-ice-wave interactions for improved
short-to medium-range predictions. Achieving CP-TT objectives depends on close collaboration with
other GOV Task Teams and international groups and committees with whom they have (re-)
established connections. The CP-TT is building links with WGNE and is promoting a joint GOV-WGNE
workshop in 2017. They also started collaboration with the recently formed coupled prediction
group in the US.
A 4-year plan was presented which involves the CP systems, agreement on experiments to be done,
the use of high resolution ocean models, and on numerical weather prediction systems, including
operational systems. There is mounting evidence that coupled prediction is an increasingly
important discipline and could improve the forecast, particularly for typhoons and tropical cyclones.
Following on from the TT overview, HR opened the discussion presenting two science questions the
CP-TT is concerned with:
Q1 - What research areas do you consider to be the highest priorities for coupled prediction
advances in the next few years?
With regards to models systems, both higher-resolution models as well as ensemble methods were
recommended, starting with ensembles for the ocean part. Another challenge is the approach to
observations. At the moment most groups use weakly coupled DA systems.
Q2 - Are there particular test cases and / or periods that you recommend for comparing coupled and
uncoupled systems?
The CP-TT could consider adding systematic comparisons, including the atmospheric boundary layer,
as this seems to be coming on as an important case or look into decadal scale predictions and how
to include radiative forcing.
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Action G-VI-2:

CP-TT to organise the next CP-TT workshop in collaboration with WGNE in 2017;
location to be discussed

Presentation available from:
 GODAE OceanView Coupled Prediction Task Team (CP-TT)
 Flyer: High-resolution Ocean Modelling for Coupled seamless predictions

2.3 OSEval-TT
Presented by Peter Oke, CSIRO (via Skype link)
The OSEval-TT is continuing with its aim to work on the assessment of observational systems and
towards guidance for improved design of the ocean observing system. The plan is to support the
observational community by demonstrating the impact of observations on ocean forecasting and
reanalysis systems.
Capacity building is understood as an important aspect of the TT and two workshops have been
organised (Santa Cruz, 2011 and Toulouse, 2014). The OSEval-TT co-chairs also represented the TT in
a number of events, e.g. Deep Argo Meeting, Blue Planet, GAIC 2015, TPOS2020.
Unfortunately, there was little progress in moving routine monitoring and near-real-time (NRT) OSEs
forward as it remains difficult to find resources for this. Funding would be needed for human and
technical support, e.g. people time to do the OSEs and storage of data. Space agencies are very
much interested in getting evidence on the usefulness of the observations and to understand user
requirements. It will also be important to apply good metrics so the results are useable and clear.
This is also relevant for the preparation of OSSEs for the evaluation of new observations, e.g.
Sentinel-missions, SMOS or SWOT. Engagement with ESA on the impact of SMOS data on ocean
forecasts is being discussed. Other observations that could be evaluated include deep observations,
biogeochemistry or observation for specific areas, e.g. the tropical Pacific, supporting the TPOS2020
project.
Action G-VI-3:

OSEval-TT co-chairs to consider including evaluation of sentinel 3 observations (or
SWOT) with support from the COSS-TT selecting the regions in their work plan
(also including BGC)

In addition GOV should consider widening its contributions to climate change issues with regard to
observational needs. So far GOV is mainly focussing on short-term forecasting, but is involved in the
long-term aspect through its collaboration with GSOP/CLIVAR supporting the monitoring of past &
present ocean climate monitoring.
Action G-VI-4:

OSEval-TT co-chairs (with GOV co-chairs) to consider contributing to the climate
change debate on a broader scale e.g. wrt future observation requirements (not
only through CLIVAR/GSOP)

The TT is planning its 3rd workshop in late 2016 which is likely to be organised in Beijing, China
(Guimei Liu proposed to host the event – TBC).
Action G-VI-5:

OSEval-TT co-chairs and PO to organise the OSEval-TT workshop in 2016, dates
and location to be confirmed

It was mentioned that for now PO and GL are willing to continue as co-chairs of the OSEval-TT
12

The OSEval-TT contributed to JOO special issue with 2 community papers.
Presentation available from: Observing System Evaluation Task Team

2.4 DA-TT
Presented by Matt Martin, Met Office and Andy Moore, UCSC
The DA-TT co-chairs provided an overview of the achievement of the DA-TT since its formation in Oct
2014, providing a list of activities the TT is exploring:
1. Improving understanding of error covariances in existing DA systems via a common set
of coordinated single observation experiments
2. Identifying and quantifying model and forcing bias that are common to global data
assimilation systems via coordinated experiments
3. Promoting the development of hybrid data assimilation methods in the ocean (eg.
ensemble variational methods)
4. Organise a meeting of the TT to foster the development of data assimilation, establish
linkages, forge collaborations, and encourage joint publications
The TT organised its first workshop in May 2015 (Exeter, UK) attracting a wide audience. At the
workshop the main aim was to review the current status of ocean DA in operational and near realtime systems, to provide a forum for discussion of developments in ocean data assimilation (subjects
of particular interest include hybrid DA, coupled DA and observation impact assessment
methodology) and to agree and coordinate the activities of the DA-TT. The main foci of the
workshop were model error assessment: utilize DA increments to estimate systematic errors, hybrid
DA and idealised observation experiments. A workshop report provides more detailed information
about the discussions and plans of the DA-TT and can be viewed on the GOV website.
The DA-TT uses a GOV twiki pages to share documents, ideas and information among team
members. TT membership has been agreed to have links to other TTs and future workshops would
benefit from being arranged with other TTs. A joint DA-TT/ MEAP-TT workshop is planned for 2016 in
Santa Cruz, CA, USA.
Action G-VI-6:

DA-TT to organise a joint workshop with the MEAP-TT in July 2016

Following on from the TT overview, AM presented and opened for discussion two science questions
the DA-TT is interested in:
Q1: To what extent are the meridional overturning circulation and meridional heat transport (MHT)
constrained by global ocean analyses?
The Ocean Reanalysis Intercomparison Project (a survey of 16 global/coupled reanalyses spanning
the period 1993-2009) was presented which showed that none of the MHT budgets are closed and
that it would not be appropriate for climate change studies. It was claimed that would not be an
issue as reanalysis are used just for initialisation of climate models. However, this aspect is very
relevant for BGC.
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Another survey compared the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation between 1960 and 2007 in
six ocean reanalysis products. There is lack of consensus among the models derived from DA
estimates and issues in the tropics.
Q2: What are the potential limitations of poorly resolved western boundary currents in global ocean
analyses?
Data assimilation provides the core connection between most (or all) of the TTs, e.g. IV-TT – metrics
for DA; COSS-TT – issues for global and regional DA; MEAP-TT – BGC DA approaches and challenges;
CP-TT – coupled DA; OSEval-TT – observation impacts; ARCOM (coastal altimetry)
Presentation available from:
 Data Assimilation Task Team (DA-TT)
 DA-TT Science Questions

2.5 MEAP-TT
Presented by Marion Gehlen, LSCE and Katja Fennel, Dalhousie University
The MEAP-TT is currently addressing 4 focus areas which include the demonstration of improved
bio/bgc model skill through DA, the downscaling from global to regional systems for bio/bgc model
applications, the assessment of dependence of model skill on bio/bgc model complexity with
emphasis on model portability and predictive skill, and the demonstration of usefulness of green OO
products to end-users. There is also interest to invest in a cross-cutting activity to identify metrics
for system evaluation when transferring to operational services.
The TT organised its latest workshop in June 2015, Dalhousie University to create and reinforce a
community and to gain an overview of the state of the art in marine BGC modelling and prediction,
to refine the MEAP-TT implementation plan, renew TT membership, and establish a plan for future
activities.
The MEAP-TT supports the idea to increase collaboration between the TTs and is organising a joint
workshop with the DA-TT in July 2016. The MEAP-TT is also planning to work more closely with the
COSS-TT and has sent one of its members to the COSS-TT work in Lisbon, Sep 2015. The MEAP-TT
and the COSS-TT are planning to focus on downscaling collaborations.
Currently the MEAP-TT is running a survey to build an inventory for the bio/bgc requirements of
operational users, which should allow the MEAP-TT to better define its strategic direction in deciding
on research activities for bio/bgc ocean applications.
Action G-VI-7:

PO to check with Chris Brown/Emlyn Jones if it can help to support the
questionnaire (end-user requirements)

Currently there is no representative from the Met Office in the team.
Action G-VI-8:

PO to support the MEAP-TT co-chairs in identifying a representative for the
MEAP-TT from the Met Office

Furthermore, the MEAP-TT plans to assess methods for DA on bio/bgc predictability to learn more
about the impact of DA on model skill, including forecasting skill, and set up assessments of
14

techniques for downscaling for one-way or two-way coupling to develop a best practices guide to
account for different spatial and temporal scales.
Following on from the TT overview a discussion was opened on the question of how “biases in
vertical physics in physical ocean reanalyses impact on biogeochemical tracer distributions.”
The persistent biases in physical models hamper the development of bio/bgc applications (eg.
suitability for carbon cycle). The issues with vertical velocities introduced by physical assimilation,
excess mixing etc. is leading to overestimation of chlorophyll (excess nutrients at the surface),
problems not seen in free models. To produce results that can be used by fisheries (as an example),
such biases need to be eliminated – it is not possible to tune bgc to account for the physical
problems. These problems are hard to correct for vertical biases in regional models (while horizontal
biases can be possibly corrected through the BCs)
Presentation available from:
 Marine Ecosystem Analysis and Prediction Task Team
 MEAP-TT science questions

2.6 IV-TT
Presented by Fabrice Hernandez, Mercator Ocean
The Class 4 Intercomparison effort is currently the main focus of the IV-TT. Other activities include
Class-1 intercomparisons and working towards standardisation (with ET-OOFS). The IV-TT is also
involved in ORA-IP (contributions to the CLIVAR/GSOP effort of past & present ocean climate
monitoring) and TPOS2020.
In the past year the IV-TT has intensified its activities with the COSS-TT in supporting plans for
intercomparisons at regional/coastal scale, also with regards to downscaling efficiency: measure the
benefit of coastal/regional hindcast/forecast versus operational large scale systems. The COSS-TT
workshop which was organised in Lisbon in Sep 2015 also started up collaboration with the coastal
altimetry community (ARCOM) and regional reanalysis (COSS-EOS European action).
The Class-4 intercomparisons are a longstanding activity which is running since 2012. It is showing
improved robustness of data feeds and the results highlight the relative strengths and weaknesses of
the various GOV systems involved. It provides valuable data sets to explore model errors and will
soon be extending to sea ice and surface drift. There are currently 5 systems who regularly
contribute to uploading data to the US GOV server. More participants are being invited to engage in
the activities. It is planned to open up the results from the class-4 intercomparison to the public by
making them available on the GOV website (in the next few months, survey to national reps to check
their agreement).
At the moment the results from the Class-4 intercomparisons are used for monitoring own system
performance, but could include learning about predictability, and showing the impact / value of
downscaling. The IV-TT ran a separate meeting with COSS-TT participation during the GOVST-VI
week. It was recommended to mention collaboration plans of the COSS-TT and the IV-TT in the
COSS-TT white paper.
Action G-VI-9:

COSS-TT co-chairs to include details about the collaboration with the IV-TT in the
COSS white paper.
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It was highlighted that a communication tool to work with/share class 4 data is needed to facilitate
the development and improvement of the intercomparison effort. Gary showed a database viewing
mechanism class-4 data base (tool called “OpenLayers”, check presentation) and invited the GOVST
to explore it.
Action G-VI-10:

IV-TT co-chairs and PO to explore options for providing a tool to easily share,
exchange and track progress with activities

The IV-TT has contributed to other TT meetings in the past years, in Toulouse (OSEval) and in
Lisbon(COSS), and is planning its next meeting in early summer 2016 (e.g. Montreal in June 2016 –
TBC)
Action G-VI-11:

IV-TT co-chairs to organise the next IV-TT workshop in 2016; dates and location to
be discussed

Presentation available from:
 IV-TT overview since GOV-ST-5 meeting
 IV-TT Discussion: How can we maximise our understanding ?
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5. GOV Forecasting systems
Presented as posters by the Forecasting System representatives
Posters presenting an overview of the latest developments at the GOV Operational Ocean
Forecasting Centres are available from the website: https://www.godaeoceanview.org/outreach/meetings-workshops/annual-science-team-meetings/govstvi/presentations/
Full reports from the national forecasting systems can be downloaded/ viewed on the GODAE
OceanView website.
National system reports - 2015
BLUELink (Australia)
CONCEPTS (Canada)
ECCO (USA)
ECMWF (Europe)
Met Office (UK)
GOFS (USA)
INDOFOS (India)
Mercator Ocean (France)
MFS (Italy)
MOVE/MRI.COM (Japan)
NCEP/RTOFS (USA)
NMEFC (China)
REMO (Brazil)
TOPAZ (Norway)
Table 1: List of national ocean forecasting systems 2015 (with links to annual reports)
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6. GOV Science Day
Various presenters, chaired by Gary Brassington (BoM) and Guimei Liu (NMEFC)
This year the GOV Science Day allowed invited speakers, local guests and GOVST members to
present their research progress and latest work to the science team. It is planned to regularly include
science days in future GOVST meetings. The theme for this year was (Western) boundary currents.
The GOV Science Day presentations are available from the GOV website and include the following
talks:
East Australian Current Mooring Array, Bernadette Sloyan, CSIRO
This talk provided an overview of the plans for designing the IMOS/CSIRO EAC Mooring array as a
sustained resource for
-

determining the mean and time-varying transport of the EAC as a component of the global
circulation system at 27°S
exploring the EAC and climate change impacts on marine life
providing observations of the EAC that enable an improved representation of the EAC and its
eddy field in a range of ocean models

Western Boundary Current eddies: a view from Argo, Tatiana Rykova, CSIRO
Knowledge about the properties of EAC eddies and how they change in time is crucial for the EAC
dynamics and understanding its variability. With the help of Argo data EAC eddies are being
identified and their properties, propagation, areas and changes investigated. Particular interest is
given to the properties of eddies and their temporal and spatial variability, their pathway and the
EAC contribution to pole ward heat transport.
Forecasting the East Australian Current with EnOI and EnKF, Paul Sandery, BoM
This talk focussed on comparing different data assimilation methods (EnOI and EnKF) in different
ocean forecasting systems looking at different regions (regional and global).
Evaluation of Loop Current and Gulf Stream against Observations in an Operationsl Global Ocean
Model, Avichal Mehra, NOAA
This presentation showed the outcome of evaluating the Loop Current and Gulf Stream
representation in the RTOFS Global model (v1.1 and v1.0), and comparing it with observations.

Routine and sustainable measurements are key to assess performance in an operational
context. Increased vertical, coastal resolution helps but adequate horizontal resolution is
needed to capture the complete structure and exact location of WBC (~ 1-2 Km). Better
spatio-temporal data coverage is needed for assimilation algorithms to allow for geolocation of fronts and eddies, and impacts on coupled air-sea fluxes (SSS, OOPC WBC
project). Use of GODAE metrics works well for evaluating model upgrades. Appropriate
regional metrics need to be defined for specific areas of interest.
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Monitoring and Prediction of the Kuroshio System “Recent Developments of Model and Data
Assimilation System at JMA/MRI", Masa Kamachi, MRI-JMA

MK presented recent developments of the MOVE/MRI.COM operational system.
INDESO: Towards the operational management of Tuna fisheries in Indonesian, Marion Gehlen, LSCE
This talk described the process for operational regional modelling of tune and is focussed on the
implementation of a chain of operational regional models from physics to fish at 1/12° x day
resolution by the Indonesian government to monitor tuna stocks and fisheries.
1/50° North Atlantic Modeling with HYCOM, Eric Chassignet, Florida State University
This presentation looked at increased resolution (1/50°) in HYCOM and what impact this has on the
overall model performance. The higher resolution shows a significant improvement of the Gulf
Stream model, but may be more energetic than observed. The model may require fine-tuning.
Using Data Assimilation to learn about the ocean , Brian Powell, University of Hawaii
Some interesting aspects of the EnKF ocean forecasting, Pavel Sakov, BoM
This talk provided an overview of the status of the ENKF data assimilation method using the OFAM
model.
Ne'er for the faint of heart: Analysis and forecast error covariance estimates using the adjoint of 4DVar, Andy Moore, UC Santa Cruz
A relocatable coupled atmosphere-ocean prediction system , Hal Ritchie, Environment Canada

The presentation introduced MEOPAR, the Marine Environmental Observation, Prediction
and Response Network, a Canadian initiative aiming to improve its capabilities for
mitigating, adapting and responding to marine environmental risks on timescales from
hours to decades (www.meopar.ca), using a high-resolution relocatable ocean model looking at
boundary conditions and observations.
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7. Ocean Observing System status

7.1

CEOS/ Blue Planet

Presented by Tim Malthus, CSIRO

GEO, the Group of Earth Observations has a “space arm” called CEOS which was formed in
1984 representing 55 space agencies.
CEOS coordinates space-based Earth
observations. To facilitate the ocean
capacity of GEO, Blue Planet was set
up. Blue Planet builds on existing
programmes and coordinating
mechanisms addressing ocean
observations and their societal
applications, and links together
the activities of POGO, GOOS, CEOS,
GOV, and the GEO Coastal Zone
Community of Practice. There are
still open questions regarding the
relationship between Blue Plant
and GOOS which will have to be clarified.
Presentation available from: CEOS, GEO, GEOSS, Blue Planet and GOV

7.2

GOOS

Presented by Bernadette Sloyan, CSIRO
GOOS brings together all observing platforms and monitors how they are progressing, but some
elements of GOOS are fragile (e.g. Tropical Pacific observations). GOOS is taking up these issues, for
example setting up projects to explore the impacts and needs of observations in the area. GOV and
GOOS should work closer together to better coordinate formalising the design criteria for sustained
ocean observations. This could be achieved by better integration of some GOV TTs (e.g. OSEval-TT) in
the Framework for Ocean Observing (FOO).
Action G-VI-12:

OSEval-TT co-chairs to explore options to improve collaboration with the GOOS,
including setting up a special panel at Patrons level (see also action G-VI-13.)

It was proposed for GOV to engage closer with GOOS by improving its communication, set up
projects which are more integrated and develop formal relationships (panel members). It was also
proposed to set up an observations group at Patrons’ level.
Action G-VI-13:

GOVST co-chairs to discuss options for setting up an Observations Group at
Patrons’ level to better direct the GOV TTs in supporting any issues related to the
ocean observing system.

Presentation available from: The Global Ocean Observing System
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7.3

Argo

Presented by Andreas Schiller, CSIRO
Argo is one of the major successes for the sub-surface observation of the ocean, from the number of
profiles collected over time, to the many research projects and publications. Argo is transforming
the field of large-scale oceanography. Many enhancements and extensions are gaining momentum,
developed as part of the integrated GOOS following the FOO, Australian Forum for Operational
Oceanography pathway. Research and operational uptake continues to grow and Deep Argo will
provide global full ocean-depth coverage.
One exciting development is the addition of bio-optical and chemical sensors (bio-Argo) to the array,
which has the potential to be a total game changer for BGC/bio observation.
However, despite Argo’s success it remains a challenge to sustain the array. Several major
contributors (US, Australia, Japan) will see significant declines in deployments due to flat (below
inflation) or decreased funding. Growth by Europe and China programs will not likely compensate for
this. Thus there is a real danger that in the next few years there will be degradation of array
densities.
There is need to work together as a community to press funders to continue to support and to speak
with one voice to show the value of having these observations.
Action G-VI-14:

GOVST co-chairs to continue to support Argo and to improve communication with
GOOS

Presentation available from: Argo: Recent Insights and Future Evolution

7.4

Virtual constellations

Presented by Hans Bonekamp, EUMETSAT
The Virtual Constellations (VC) has been set up as a component of CEOS (see 7.1), and provides
coordination of satellite observations, maintains an international consensus on the structure of the
constellation and engages actively with user communities. The CEOS Virtual Constellations is
becoming further integrated in the CEOS/CGMS cooperation and is working towards higher
resolution. Links with science teams, especially from altimetry, and links with other elements of the
earth system, e.g. coastal areas, are essential. Further details about the VC components and status
can be obtained from the VC presentation.
HB informed the GOVST about the trends for long-term data growth and the need to plan ahead to
be able to process large new data sets. The VC will need to set up a proper dialogue with the user
community to support the process.
Action G-VI-15:

The GOVST and TTs to work with the VC representatives on facilitating processing
large new data sets when available.

The VC is interested to further improve collaboration with the GOVST on matters of usefulness and
impact of observations from a user perspective.
Presentation available from: Virtual Constellations 2015
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7.5

Future conventional and high-resolution altimetry missions / OSTST

Presented by Rosemary Morrow, LEGOS
RM reported from the latest developments of altimetry missions (SAR along track missions/SWOT)
with new technologies now providing lower noise and better along track resolution of finer-scale
ocean signals. This allows observing the ocean mesoscale and submesoscale circulation at spatial
resolutions of 15 km and larger, providing the missing link between 15 and 200 km scales for ocean
climate studies. The mission is also designed to observe coastal and high-latitude tides and internal
tides, which is important in the ocean’s energy budget, and for ocean mixing & dissipation.
A new SWOT science team is under selection by NASA-ROSES and CNES-TOSCA for 2016-2019. A new
OSTST science team will be selected for 2017-2020: Call for propositions in early 2016.
Presentation available from Evolution of altimetric missions towards higher resolution

7.6

ARCOM

Presented by John Wilkin, Rutgers University
Altimetry for Regional and Coastal Ocean Models (ARCOM) is an initiative from the OSTST/CAW and
COSS-TT communities to encourage more widespread adoption of coastal altimetry in coastal
modelling systems and to emphasize that valid altimeter data can now be obtained to within a few
kilometres off the coast. ARCOM would like to span the bridge between coastal and global
modelling communities making use of coastal altimetry data for ocean modelling.
An important aspect presented by JW was that coastal altimetry is also relevant for large-scale ocean
forecasting systems (LOFS, see also 2.1 COSS-TT) with respect to the impact of the altimeter data gap
in coastal areas. A first ARCOM meeting was organised as part of the 4th COSS-TT workshop in
Lisbon, Sep, 2015. The COSS-TT co-chairs will work with ARCOM to plan/ coordinate future joint
workshops. In this context it was proposed to consider changes to the workshop format and a better
integration of ARCOM needs (there could be training exercises or tutorials). It was emphasised that
it will be important to also include large-scale systems and to extend training/tutorials to the global
modelling community.
Action G-VI-16:

COSS-TT co-chairs to plan the next COSS workshop with ARCOM chairs (e.g.
include training or tutorials) and to make an effort to also engage with/invite
representatives from large-scale systems.

In addition ARCOM will consider coordinating meetings with the OSTST potentially inviting members
from the COSS-TT.
Presentation available from Altimetry for Coastal and Regional Oceanography

7.7

Aquarius

Presented by Tong Lee, JPL
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TL provided an overview of the Aquarius & SMOS missions, measuring sea surface salinity (SSS) from
space. Satellite SSS are complementary to in-situ measurements (e.g. from Argo) and other satellite
measurements. Aquarius & SMOS fill in spatial & temporal scales of SSS observations and also in
marginal seas & coastal oceans that were previously not possible, providing new knowledge of
ocean dynamics at these scales. SSS data also have a significant potential for biogeochemical
applications.
Presentation available from Recent Progress in Salinity Remote Sensing

7.8

GHRSST

Presented by Gary Corlett, Leicester University
GHRSST provides a framework for SST data sharing, best practices for data processing and a forum
for scientific dialog, bringing SST to the user. GC provided an overview of the current status of the
different operational sensors, LEO IR (low earth orbits infrared), LEO PMW (passive microwave) and
GEO IR. He explained the type of available data sets and the processes of how to retrieve them.
The key development since the last GOVST-V meeting included the coordination of PMW (passive
microwave) retrievals, the identification of small scale coastal discrepancies between analyses and
the launch of Himawari-8, a next generation GEO sensor.
The next GHRSST XVII meeting is planned for the 6-10 June 2016 at NOAA Washington DC, USA.
GC also informed the GOVST that a GHRSST user survey will be launched soon to learn about user
requirements.
Presentation available from GHRSST Report to GOVST-VI

7.9.1 CLIVAR/GSOP
Presented by Tong Lee, JPL
GOV is working closely with the GSOP/CLIVAR community. TL provided an overview of recent
activities and its relevance for GOV. A major activity is related to the ORA-IP led by MB, which is
planned to be extended to real-time using ensemble operational ocean analysis products, and there
are also plans to set up the highest quality, complete, and consistent historical subsurface ocean
temperature global database with metadata and uncertainties.
GSOP/CLIVAR is also involved with the GOV TTs on the comparisons of the reanalysis products (ORAIP) and metrics/diagnostics, and will also contribute to observing system evaluations of existing &
future system (e.g. in support of TPOS2020).
It was proposed for GOV TTs and GSOP to participate in each other’s meetings to keep up to date
with the latest developments.
Presentation available from: Review of recent activities of CLIVAR Global Synthesis & Observations
Panel (GSOP): relevance to & collaboration with GODAE OceanView
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7.9.2 ORA-IP
Presented by Magdalena Balmaseda, ECMWF
An Ocean Reanalysis Inter-comparison (ORA-IP) experiment was set up as a collaboration of
different forecasting systems to, among other things, gain insight into the ocean variability and
trends and to quantify signal/noise from ensembles.
Ocean reanalyses have strengths and weakness which need to be exploited and identified
respectively. The project should provide insight of how to improve DA methods and models, surface
fluxes and set up better metrics. Ongoing activities include reanalyses using coupled models or
higher-resolution ocean-atmosphere models and an ORA-IP data repository is planned.
An ORA-IP Special Issue contains a lot of relevant information, opens questions and directions for
further work.
Presentation available from: CLIVAR GSOP/GODAE Ocean View Ocean Reanalysis Inter-comparison
ORA-IP

7.10 OOPC
Presented by Bernadette Sloyan, CSIRO
BS presented an overview of the OOPC (Ocean Observations Panel for Climate) by introducing the
OOPC Work plan. The OOPC is contributing to the GCOS and GOOS assessment processes, e.g. by
contributing to evaluating the requirements for Essential Ocean/Climate Variables. OOPC supports
GOOS projects (TPOS2020 and the Deep Ocean Observing system).
The development of the in-situ observing systems is only slowly progressing. Improved metrics for
observing systems are needed to show the relevance of less used observations (e.g. XBT or tide
gauges). There is also need to better coordinate with the glider network, which is now being
integrated, or to look at data quality/formats. Marine mammal tagging could also be added to the
overall observations network.
The next incoming chair of the OOPC is Bernadette Sloyan (CSIRO).
The next challenge is to engage with the GOV in focused evaluation activities of the observing
system (coast, fluxes, TPOS,..). A coordinated approach for engagement with the GOV community
across GOOS and OOPC (also IOCCP and biological panel) is needed and will require good
communication.
Presentation available from The Ocean Observations Panel for Climate (OOPC)

7.11

JCOMM/ET-OOFS

Presented by Gary Brassington - BoM
GB presented the latest development in the ET-OOFS (Expert team for operational ocean forecasting
systems). The support the group give to delivering operational product quality & monitoring was
acknowledged. The priority of the group now is to work on the publication of the Guide (to
Operational Oceanographic Forecasting Systems of the World) and to extend/coordinate
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observational requirements for coastal/seasonal (links to OSEval-TT and COSS-TT). ET-OOFS is closely
linked to the IV-TT on providing performance monitoring of OO systems.
Furthermore, class-4 intercomparisons are endorsed by ET-OOFS, but can only be adopted officially
once the guide has been published. Currently, hosting/storing the class-4 intercomparison outcomes
is of big concern. However, as they are planned to be used operationally a solution must be found.
Presentation available from JCOMM Expert Team for Operational Ocean Forecast Systems
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8

Overview of Ocean Services (production, delivery and users)

Presented by various representatives
Australia’s Integrated Marine Observing System - Overview of Ocean Services for GOV-ST – Moninya
Roughan, University of New South Wales
This presentation focused on the Integrated Marine Observing System (IMOS) which was established
in 2006 to address observational needs for marine industries, national security, coastal protection,
climate & weather and marine biodiversity. Data from IMOS are freely available and are delivered
not only to research facilities but to multiple institutions in Australia. The IMOS network consists of a
number of observational components from which data is centrally available. IMOS “products“ are
available via the IMOS website (http://oceancurrent.imos.org.au/) and other services include the
Marine Virtual Laboratory (MARVL), Australian National Shelf Reanalysis (ANSR) and the Forum for
Operational Oceanography (FOO) .
Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service: CMEMS Framework and Implementation
Overview– Fabrice Hernandez, Mercator Ocean
This talk presented the Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS), the European
Programme for the establishment of a European capacity for Earth Observation and Monitoring.
CMEMS is following on from MyOcean, a project that has set up and delivered model and
observational data products to users in all sectors (business, public sector, research and others) and
has established dynamic interactions with the upstream (R&D) and downstream marine
communities (users). Many production centres in Europe (e.g. Mercator Ocean, Met Office, CMCC,
etc.) involved in GOV, are providing products to CMEMS and are supporting the evolution and
improvements of the services provided.
Overview of NOAA’s Ocean Products and Service– Avichal Mehra, NOAA
This presentation provided an overview of the products and services offered by NWS/NCEP/EMC &
NOAA/NWS/OPC (both Global and Basin scales), IOOS (Regional Associations) and NOS
(Coastal/Estuarine scales).
Review of Ocean Service in China – Guimei Liu, NMEFC
GL provided an overview of the Chinese Global Operational Oceanography Forecasting System
(CGOFS v1.0) and its services. Forecasting products include global and regional wave forecasting,
SST, SSS and currents.
Products from the CGOFS v1.0 provide support to application related to oil spills, search and rescue,
chlorophyll-a, nutrients in the north Pacific, ecological impacts, CO2 flux in the northwest Pacific
Ocean, oil plant explosion in coastal areas, searching for MH370, etc. It is planned to extend the
forecast range, further develop of the forecasting system, and consider to contribute to the ocean
observing system.
Indian Ocean Forecast System (INDOFOS) – Abhisek Chatterjee, INCOIS
AC introduced INDOFOS, the Integrated INDian Ocean FOrecasting System, which provides forecast
products for waves, SST, currents, MLD and D20. The model uses ROMS with WAVEWATCH III and
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GNOME. The model resolution has been increased to 1/12°. A high-resolution system (HOOFS,
~2.25km) provides forecasts for the coastal regions.
Forecast warnings are issued in multiple languages and are available via phone/fax/text, electronic
display boards, email, web maps services or web GIS. Specific advisory groups provide advice on
major incidents (e.g. oil spills). Other users/applications relate to fisheries, S & R, storm surges/
coastal flooding and reanalysis. INDOFOS is also providing forecasts to neighbouring countries (e.g.
Maldives).
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9 Summer school plans
Presented by Jacques Verron, LEGI
JV presented a proposal for GOV to get engaged in a new Operational Oceanography summer school
in autumn 2017 (similar to the previous GOV summer schools). The location for the event was
suggested to be Majorca, IMEDEA as representatives confirmed availability and support. Funding for
the event will have to be sought among the European organisations but also from other sponsors
involved in GOV, e.g. ONR (TBC). JV is interested to get support from the GOVST in organising the
summer school. Eric Chassignet is already involved.
It was proposed to, among other things, consider including evaluation, validation and
intercomparisons in the summer school.
The organisation of the summer school should be planned well in advance and can be set up in
different ways:
 Trainers could develop tutorials (e.g. training videos) to inform students beforehand about
the basic details so getting started is quicker and more time can be allocated for practical
exercises at the summer school
 Another approach could emphasise general knowledge, broader educational school,
meeting peers, etc. which could be attractive in expanding knowledge horizon
It will be important to decide on a main theme for the school to give an idea of where this school is
converging. It was proposed to consider two aspects (a standard and new frontiers focus). A summer
school book would not need to repeat the OO fundamentals which are already available in earlier
summer school publications.
Presentation available from: Preliminary Project for an Interna1onal School: Toward New Frontiers
in Operational Oceanography
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10 Work plan discussions
10.1

Feedback from the Patrons group meeting

Presented by Masa Kamachi, MRI-JMA
MK presented an overview of the Patrons’ Group (PG) meeting outcomes from 4 Nov 2015. Since the
Patrons champions were assigned to the TTs a year ago more exchange with the respective TT was
recorded and collaborations have improved. The patrons responded very positively to the new TT
organisation (annual plans) and welcomed outcomes from the TT activities (see 2. Task Team Day).
Providing progress reports in quad-chart format was confirmed as being extremely useful and an
excellent tool to monitor TT progress. It was agreed adding a new slot to the quad-charts that should
refer to funding needs of the TTs. A 6-monthly delivery of the quad-chart was seen as adequate.
The patrons were pleased with the GOV PO performance and acknowledged the urgent need for
future support. The PG is aware that the current situation of the PO is critical and agreed to discuss
and bring forward plans to mitigate against the PO running out of funds.
A succession plan for chairing the Patrons’ Group chair or GOVST co-chairs was proposed. It was
suggested to adopt a similar system to CEOS (past, current and incoming chair/co-chairs) which
would allow smooth transitions between changing co-chairs. AS and PD announced that they are
planning to step down as chairs within the next 2 years and a succession plan will now have to be set
up.
Presentation available from: Feedback from the GOV Patrons’ Group meeting, 4 Nov 2015

10.2

TT reviews and future activities

Discussion chaired by Andreas Schiller
AS opened the discussion on the review of TT work plan progress and future plans of the TTs. In this
context the difficult financial situation on the PO was mentioned and it was proposed to draft a
letter of support from the TTs. HB confirmed that support for the PO expressed by the TTs would be
an important message to be sent to the Patrons.
Action G-VI-17:

GOV TTs to draft a letter of support for the PO to be sent to Patrons in order to
highlight the difficult financial situation and the need to keep the PO going to
make TT activities possible.

OSEval-TT review
Presented/discussion chaired by Peter Oke, CSIRO (via video link)
Peter provided an overview of the current status of the OSEval-TT activities. The TT would like to
already have the NRT OSEs running but through lack of resources was not able to set them up yet.
The OSEval-TT is interested to engage with the IV-TT to exploit the class-4 metrics for OSEval-TT
activities. In the next year the TT plans to run its 3rd workshop and would like to partner up with the
other TTs to explore common issues.
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There was a request for providing general guidance (written) for setting up OSE/OSSEs and to report
this to GOOS project meetings. A best practice guide could be adopted for many projects (also for
TPOS2020). The CLIVAR/GSOP group would like to reach out to the OSEval-TT to contribute to the
upcoming workshop and to bring in observation communities.
There is encouragement (from the MEAP-TT) to also include bio/bgc observations in future OSEs 
Peter suggested discussing this offline. VK stated that her group has started setting up physical
OSSEs in the Gulf of Mexico and would be supportive of linking the effort with the OSEval-TT and the
MEAP-TT.

MEAP-TT review
Presented/discussion chaired by Katja Fennel and Marion Gehlen
The MEAP-TT objectives are being kept broad and there is interest to link up with the other TTs to
identifying common areas for working together. The MEAP-TT co-chairs already discussed options
for collaboration with the other TT co-chairs during the GOVST meeting week.
One suggestion considered working with the COSS-TT to finding volunteers to follow up on concrete
ideas for comparing regional models, regional downscaling benefits, etc. This is not yet a joint effort
but communication will be kept open. Working with the IV-TT would provide looking into bgc
metrics but will require more work. The MEAP-TT is also interested to developing communication
channels with the GOOS.
Exploring the key physical parameters that impact the bgc/bio forecasts is of high interest to the TT,
also handling of vertical velocities or how to define the first critical steps to integrate bgc/bio into
the eco forecasting. It would be good if the MEAP-TT and the COSS-TT could provide information on
this.

IV-TT review
Presented/discussion chaired by Fabrice Hernandez
The IV-TT co-chair confirmed the usefulness of the GOVST meeting in allowing direct exchange
between the TTs. Setting up and improving links with MEAP-TT and CP-TT was discussed. The CP-TT
co-chairs are particularly interested in metrics looking at SST and are considering to do SST class-4,
or to look at Argo. One option could be to explore how the coupled approach improves the mixed
layer. It is important to prove that the global models are benefitting from coupled forecasts not only
at regional scale but also at global scale. The COSS-TT is interested to look into comparing the nested
and downscaled systems.
It is being considered to hold the next IV-TT workshop in Montreal in June 2016.
A good tool is needed to manage IV-TT communication and to track the work being carried out. It
will also need to be discussed whether the outcome of the work is made publicly available and what
frequency/format the annual reporting should take.
Action G-VI-18:

All IV-TT intercomparison groups to decide if and how much information about
the Class-4 intercomparison should be made publicly available (IV-TT co-chairs
and PO to set up questionnaire).
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CP-TT review
Presented/discussion chaired by Hal Ritchie
HR presented a list of CP-TT tasks. This included the preparation of an inventory of GOV coupled
systems, building stronger links with WGNE and starting to work with the coupled systems on
specific research areas (including SST/diurnal cycle). Collaborations are planned with the IV-TT on
designing metrics to assess the coupled systems. HR confirmed that linking into the TPOS2020
project could be complementary to assessing the impact of coupled predictions in this context.
Interaction with the DA-TT looking at coupled DA is a clear requirement for the TT, and linking to the
COSS-TT regards coupled regional models is to be addressed.
The CP-TT is contributing to a high-resolution coupled prediction (HRCP) workshop organised at the
Met Office, Exeter, 13-15 April. Information about the workshop is available from the GOV website.

COSS-TT review
Presented/discussion chaired by Villy Kourafalou and Pierre De Mey
VK informed the GOVST of the main focus areas of the COSS-TT (see 2.1) and highlighted that
discussion with the MEAP-TT and the IV-TT are ongoing to help building closer relationships and
setting up collaborations, including showing the added value of downscaling/ lager scale models
(with the IV-TT). KF, who is co-chairing the MEAP-TT agreed to become a member of the COSS-TT.
Interaction between the COFS (coastal ocean forecasting systems) and LOFS (large-scale ocean
forecasting systems) regards downscaling is not progressing as hoped. For example participation at
the last COSS-TT workshop from LOFS was small. VK encouraged representatives from the largescale systems to get more engaged. One issue seems to be the difficulty of interchanging the LS
models (from the LOFS) and it is yet unclear how best to organise this. However, first volunteers for
this task have been identified at the COSS-TT meeting, and include CMCC, Mercator Ocean, SOCIB,
the University of Thessaloniki and MRI (TBC). For now it was proposed for groups to use their own
metrics for now.
The new link with the ARCOM community has strengthened the COSS-TT engagement with the
coastal altimetry groups and it is planned to continue this linkage by organising a next joint
workshop in spring 2017.

DA-TT review
Presented/discussion chaired by Andy Moore and Matt Martin
The DA-TT had its first workshop in Exeter in May 2015 and following on from the event a number of
actions were agreed and are now being addressed:



Looking at common model biases and forcing biases
Single observation experiments, simple comparisons (innovations)

There is need for buy-in to these actions specifically from large scale groups so that progress can be
made regarding hybrid DA (melding of variational and ensemble methods).
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The next workshop is planned for July 2016 and will be organised jointly with the MEAP-TT.
Action G-VI-19:

PO to check the budget information from the last Santa Cruz meeting (OSEval/IVTT, 2011) and forward to AM.

There are obvious links with all the other TTs in GOV. As ocean DA is moving towards ocean
observation impacts the link with the OSEval-TT is specifically obvious, to take entrails of the DA
systems and set this up as a routine activity is a really complimentary way for the OSE/OSSE and can
make the collaboration with the OSEval quite useful. There could also be a link to TPOS2020 looking
at the different observation types in the tropical Pacific. It was suggested to identify a DA-TT
member as representative in TPOS2020.
Another focus for the DA-TT is to explore how to make better use of altimeter data.

GOVST meeting: Lessons learnt
The science day was a welcome interruption to the technical discussions (managerial part), allowed
external scientist to learn about GOV and helped to convey information about regional science
issues. Adding a science day to the GOVST meeting was appreciated by the members, but maybe
needed a stronger focus on the real needs of the TTs, e.g. it could have been beneficial to invite
science talks from large scale system with focus on regional areas (downscaling).
Suggestions were put forward to consider setting up a meeting of all TT co-chairs (super TT meeting)
and to alternate it with the science day (every other year). The decision about this will depend on
the location of the GOVST meeting. A science day is very much welcomed by the host of the next
meeting in India (focus on end-users, e.g. fisheries). Decision of whether a super TT meeting could
be arranged is to be discussed by GOVST co-chairs and the PO. (Points raised included: extra rooms,
length, travel schedules, set it up as an open science meeting).
Action G-VI-20:

GOVST co-chairs and PO to discuss options for setting up a “super TT meeting “ at
future GOVST annual meetings, also to be iterated with the TT co-chairs.

The GOVST need to prepare for the end of this 5-year period with regard to
-

Organising a symposium in 2018/19
Updating of the GOV Strategic Plan
Prepare for the next GOV review
Considering of changing co-chairs

We need to start discussing these points at the next meeting.
Action G-VI-21:

GOVST co-chairs/PO to add points about future organisation of GOVST meeting to
agenda of next meeting

10.3 Upcoming events
Presented by Kirsten Wilmer-Becker, Met Office
GOV meetings and workshops are frequent and always well attended. The TT co-chairs are active in
building an ever growing community around the activities of the TTs. It is important that GOV is also
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represented at external meetings. A generic presentation is being provided on the GOV website to
be used at such occasions. A listing of future events relevant for GOV was shown by KWB. An
overview is provided below:
Dates

Meeting

Location

November
2015

2-6 November 2015

GOVST-VI Annual Science Team
Meeting

Sydney, Australia

February
2016

22-26th February 2016

Ocean Sciences Meeting

New Orleans, USA

6-8th April 2016

OOPC Meeting (possibly joint with
OCG)

Esporles, Majorca

13-15 April 2016

Hi-res Coupled Prediction Workshop

Exeter, UK

17-22 April 2016

EGU Meeting

Vienna

April/May 2016

IV-TT workshop

TBC

late May / early June (TBD)

GOOS Steering Committee

Sopot, Poland

June 2016

28-30th June

AtlantOS General Assembly

TBD

July 2016

11-13 July 2016

Joint DA-TT & MEAP-TT joint
workshop

UC Santa Cruz, USA

September
2016

19 -23 September 2016

CLIVAR Climate Conference

Qingdao, China

October 2016

Oct 2016(TBD)

TPOS 2020 SC 3

TBD

November
2016

7-11 November 2016

GOVST-VII Annual Science Team
Meeting

Kochi, India

Dec 2016

OSEval-TT workshop

12-16 Dec., 2016

Fall AGU

Early 2017

COSS-TT workshop

April 2016

May 2016

December
2016

Early 2017

th

rd

TBD

Table 2: GOV workshops/meetings and other events in 2016/17
Presentation available from GOV upcoming meetings

10.4 Next GOVST meeting
Presented by Kirsten Wilmer-Becker, Met Office
The next GOVST meeting will be hosted by INCOIS and AC presented a first proposal for the
organisation and planning. The location was agreed to be Kochi, India as it has good airport links and
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suitable venues. The main issue was to find an appropriate date for the meeting. The proposal was
to agree on a date in November 2016.
Action G-VI-22:

KWB to run a doodle poll to make sure the best suitable date for the next GOVSTVII meeting in India is found

The meeting in 2017 will be either held in Canada or Norway and the science focus will be on the
Year of Polar Prediction.
Presentation available from VIIth Annual Meeting of GOADE OceanView Science Team
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Appendices
Appendix A: Attendance list
Co-chairs:

Andreas Schiller, CSIRO, Australia

(AS)

GOVST members:

Magdalena Balmaseda, ECMWF, UK
Gary Brassington, BoM, Australia
Eric Chassignet, FSU, USA
Abhisek Chatterjee, INCOIS, India
Gary Corlett, University of Leicester, UK
Pierre De Mey, CNRS/LEGOS, France
Yann Drillet, Mercator Ocean, France
Katja Fennel, Dalhousie University, Canada
Marion Gehlen, LSCE, France
Fabrice Hernandez, Mercator Ocean, France
Pat Hogan, NRL, USA
Villy Kourafalou, University of Miami, USA
Tsurane Kuragano, MRI
Tony Lee, JPL, USA
Guimei Liu, NMEFC, China
Matt Martin, Met Office, UK
Avichal Mehra, NOAA, USA
Andrew Moore, UCSC, USA
Peter Oke, CSIRO, Australia
Hal Ritchie, Environment Canada
Clemente Tanajura, UFBA, Brazil
John Wilkin, Rutgers University, USA
Kirsten Wilmer-Becker, Met Office, UK

(MB)
(GB)
(EC)
(AC)
(GC)
(PDM)
(YD)
(KF)
(MG)
(FH)
(PH)
(VK)
(TK)
(TL)
(GuLi)
(MM)
(AvM)
(AMM)
(PO)
(HR)
(CT)
(JW)
(KWB)

Patrons’ Group:

Rick Bailey, BoM, Australia
Hans Bonekamp, EUMETSAT, Germany
Masafumi Kamachi, JMA/MRI, Japan
Hui Wang, NMEFC, China
Fraser Davidson*, DFO, Canada
Paul DiGiacomo*, NOAA, USA
Johnny Johannessen*, NERSC, Norway
Pierre-Yves Le Traon*, Ifremer/Mercator Ocean, France
John Siddorn*, Met Office, UK
* Members who attended the Patrons’ Group meeting by teleconference

Guests:

Laurence Crosnier, Mercator Ocean, France
Yosuke Fujii, MRI-JMA, Japan
Colette Kerry, UNSW, Australia
Tim Malthus, CSIRO, Australia
Rosemary Morrow, LEGOS/OMP, France
Brian Powell, SOEST, USA
Moninya Roughan, CSIRO, Australia
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Tatiana Rykova, CSIRO, Australia
Pavel Sakov, BoM, Australia
Paul Sandery, BoM, Australia
Bernadette Sloyan, CSIRO, Australia
Neville Smith, Australia
Jacques Verron, LEGI, France
Dakui Wang, NMEFC, China
Jinshan Xu, DFO, Canada
Tianyu Zhang, NMEFC, China
Aihong Zhong, BoM, Australia

Apologies received from:
Jim Cummings, NRL, USA
Craig Donlon, ESA, Netherlands
Mark Drinkwater, ESA, Netherlands
Eric Lindstrom, NASA, USA
Dean Roemmich, UCSD, USA
Satheesh Shenoi, INCOIS, India
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Appendix B: Meeting agenda
Sunday evening from 19:00 – Reception at Q Station (Informal barbeque - tbc)
Day 1 – Monday 2 November
Introduction day

13:30 – 14:00

Session chairs: Andreas Schiller, Gary Brassington and Kirsten Wilmer-Becker
Registration

14:00 – 14:20

Welcome & introduction: Gary Brassington, Kirsten Wilmer-Becker

14:20 – 14:40

Welcome speech: Neville Smith

14:40 – 15:00

Meeting purpose and objectives, incl. reflection on change in GOV structure
(new strategy, TT work plans, etc.) Andreas Schiller, CSIRO

15:00 – 15:20

Patrons’ overview of last year: Masafumi Kamachi, MRI-JMA

15:20 – 15:40

Communications/last year’s activities: Includes info about linking to other
groups, TT activities & workshops, patrons champions, project office
status/financial issues, work priorities, co-chair collaborations, etc., Kirsten
Wilmer-Becker, Met Office

15:40 – 16:10
16:10 – 16:30

Break
GOOS project: TPOS 2020 overview (Blue Planet-OOPC/GCOS link), Neville Smith

16:30 – 17:00

Poster session – national group progress

17:00

End of day 1
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Day 2 – Tuesday 3 November
Task Team day
Overview of TT achievements in the past year – following up on TT work plans and science
questions
Session chair: Clemente Tanajura
TT overview should include quad-chart info
-

Accomplishments and progress made (e.g. events; linkages established; agreed
collaborations with other groups, activities and outcomes
Future plans
Issues

Questions, also in context of science focus, could address:
-

What are the real achievements this year?
What are the science questions the TT has addressed /should address in the future?
How can TTs work better together and support each other’s plans, activities and objectives?
How active were the co-chairs and the TT members; are there considerations of renewing
the TT membership?
What has been invested in the TT and what was the return?
Presentations should include questions for the other TTs or suggestion for collaborations

09:00 – 09:20

COSS -TT overview, Pierre De Mey, LEGOS and Villy Kourafalou, University of
Miami

09:20 – 09:40

COSS -TT science question(s) presentation/ discussion – topic(s)/question(s) to
be provided before the meeting
What are the most important processes governing interactions of coastal and
shelf seas with land and offshore forcings?
How does physical connectivity support biological connectivity in coastal
regions?

09:40 – 10:00

IV-TT overview,Fabrice Hernandez, Mercator Ocean

10:00 – 10:20

IV-TT science question(s) presentation/ discussion – topic(s)/question(s) to be
provided before the meeting



Presentation of the IV-TT Class 4 performance report
« Demonstration « and highlights

10:20 – 10:30

Discussion on TT collaborations (COSS-TT had invited IV-TT members to the
COSS-TT workshop and started to talk about setting up metrics for the
coast/regions)

10:30 – 11:00

Break
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11:00 – 11:20

OSEval-TT overview, Peter Oke, CSIRO

11:20 – 11:40

OSEval-TT science question(s) presentation/ discussion – topic(s)/question(s) to
be provided before the meeting
TBC

11:40 – 12:00

CP-TT overview, Hal Ritchie, Environment Canada

12:00 – 12:20

CP-TT science question(s) presentation/ discussion – topic(s)/question(s) to be
provided before the meeting
What research areas are the highest priorities for coupled prediction advances
in the next few years?

12:20 – 12:30

Discussion on TT collaborations

12:30 – 14:00

Lunch

14:00 – 14:20

Session chair: Villy Kourafalou
DA-TT overview, Matt Martin, Met Office and Andy Moore, UC Santa Cruz

14:20 – 14:40

DA-TT science question(s) presentation/ discussion – topic(s)/question(s) to be
provided before the meeting
To what extent are the meridional overturning circulation and poleward heat
transport constrained by global ocean analyses?
What are the potential limitations of poorly resolved western boundary
currents in global ocean analyses?

14:40 – 15:00

MEAP-TT overview, Marion Gehlen, LSCE and Katja Fennel, Dalhousie University

15:00 – 15:20

MEAP-TT science question(s) presentation/ discussion – topic(s)/question(s) to
be provided before the meeting
Impact of biases in vertical physics in physical ocean reanalyses on
biogeochemical tracer distributions: Physical ocean reanalysis appear to be
dominantly validated with respect to horizontal velocities with a certain neglect
of the vertical dimension. The skillful modelling of biogeochemical tracer
distributions depends, however, strongly on the representation of vertical
velocities. We speculate that biases created by erroneous vertical velocities
hamper the use of biogeochemical products by end users. They are also of
concern when downscaling from the global to the regional scale leading to
question 2.
Downscaling from global to regional model applications: issues specific to
biogeochemistry

15:20 – 15:30

Discussion on TT collaborations (DA-TT and MEAP-TT plan to set up a joint
workshop next year, exchange with other TTs considered) (TT and external)

15:30 – 16:00

Break
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Afternoon: Further room for discussion about practical exchange and collaborations between the
GOV TTs and with the large-scale systems (OOFS)
16:00 – 16:30

GOV TT and operational system collaborations (presentations/discussions) –
leads are Pierre De Mey and Villy Kourafalou, large scale system chair still to be
confirmed

16:30 – 17:00

Poster session – national group progress

17:00

End of day 2
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Day 3 – Wednesday 4 November
Observing systems
Session chair: Marion Gehlen
Invited talks:
09:00 – 09:20

International projects and how GOV can contribute
CEOS overview (also how it contributes to GEOSS/Blue Planet, Tim Malthus,
CSIRO

Observing system session – in-situ observations
09:20 – 09:40
Overview from the GOOS SSC (e.g. DOOS) – Bernadette Sloyan, CSIRO
09:40 – 10:00

Argo overview, Andreas Schiller, CSIRO

10:00 – 10:10

Discussion on engagement with CEOS, GOOS and Argo (what is needed from
GOV)?

10:10 – 10:40

Break

Observing system session – satellite observations
10:40 – 11:00

Virtual constellations/CEOS, Hans Bonekamp, EUMETSAT

11:00 – 11:20

Future conventional and high-resolution altimetry missions / OSTST, Rosemary
Morrow, LEGOS

11:20 – 11:40

ARCOM (Regional Coastal Altimetry), John Wilkin, Rutgers University

11:40 – 11:50

Discussion on engagement with CEOS, OSTST, ARCOM, etc. (what is needed
from GOV)?

11:50 – 12:10

Aquarius – Latest developments of satellite salinity measurements and science
and the relevance to GODAE OceanView, Tony Lee, JPL

12:10 – 12:30

GHRSST news, Gary Corlett, University of Leicester

12:30 – 12:40

Discussion on Aquarius and GHRSST

12:40 – 14:00 Lunch
Session chair: Matt Martin
14:00 – 14:20

GSOP/CLIVAR developments and links, Tony Lee, JPL

14:20 – 14:40

OOPC links – Bernadette Sloyan, CSIRO

14:40 – 15:00

Discussion on how to work closer together with OOPC and CLIVAR

15:00 – 15:20

JCOMM/ ET-OOFS news, Gary Brassington, BoM

15:20 – 15:30

Discussion on IOC, JCOMM/ET-OOFS & GOV interaction

15:30 – 16:00
16:00 – 17:15

Break
“Overview of Ocean Services (production, delivery and users)” (various
presenters) (10-15 min each) + discussion
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-

IMOS – Moninya Roughan, University of New South Wales
Copernicus – Fabrice Hernandez, Mercator Ocean
NOAA/NOS /IOOS– Avichal Mehra, NOAA
NMEFC – Guimei Liu, NMEFC
INCOIS – Abhisek Chatterjee, INCOIS

17:15 End of day 2

From 18:00/18:30

GOVST-VI dinner at the Boilerhouse (Q Station)  optional, self-pay
(details to be provided at registration)
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Day 4 – Thursday 5 November
Patrons group meeting
09:00 – 10:30

Patrons group meeting (teleconference)
Need to collect questions from the Patrons to be addressed in a 30 min
discussion session regarding TT work plan progress next day

We will start the Science Day in parallel to the Patrons’ Group meeting at 9:00
Science sessions – (Western) Boundary Currents
09:00 – 09:20

Session chair: Peter Oke
Direct observations of the East Australian Current and Property Transport at
27 oS from 2012-2013, Bernadette Sloyan, CSIRO

09:20 – 09:40

Western Boundary Current eddies: a view from Argo, Tatiana Rykova, CSIRO

09:40 – 10:00

Forecasting synoptic features of the East Australian Current using ensemble
data assimilation, Paul Sandery, BoM

10:00 – 10:20

Evaluation of Loop Current and Gulf Stream against Observations in an
Operational Global Ocean Model, Avichal Mehra, NOAA

10:20 – 10:30

Discussion

10:30 – 11:00
11:00 – 11:20

Break
Monitoring and Prediction of the Kuroshio System “Recent Developments of
Model and Data Assimilation System at JMA/MRI", Masa Kamachi, MRI-JMA

Science sessions – General science submissions
11:20 – 11:40
INDESO: Towards the operational management of Tuna fisheries in Indonesian,
Marion Gehlen, LSCE
11:40 – 12:00

1/50 degree North Atlantic HYCOM simulation, Eric Chassignet, Florida State
University

12:00 – 12:20

Using DA to learn about the ocean, Brian Powell, University of Hawaii

12:20 – 12:30

Discussion

12:30 – 12:40 Group photo
12:30 – 14:00 Lunch
Session chair: Gary Brassington
14:00 – 14:20

Some interesting aspects of the EnKF ocean forecasting, Pavel
Sakov, BoM

14:20 – 14:40

Ne'er for the faint of heart: Analysis and forecast error covariance estimates
using the adjoint of 4D-Var, Andy Moore, UC Santa Cruz
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14:40 – 15:00
15:00 – 15:20

A relocatable coupled atmosphere-ocean prediction system, Hal Ritchie,
Environment Canada
A Reanalysis of the East Australian Current region using 4-Dimensional
Variational Data Assimilation, Colette Kerry, University of New South Wales

15:20 – 15:30

Discussion

15:30 – 16:00

Break

16:00 – 17:00

Poster session (for all Science Day participants)

17:00

End of day 3

Time TBC

Ghost Tour (optional, self-pay) – details to be provided at registration
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Appendix C: Actions (and agreements in order of report)
Action G-VI-1:

GOVST co-chairs and PO to consider ways to better support the PO.

Action G-VI-2:

CP-TT to organise the next CP-TT workshop in collaboration with WGNE in 2017;
location to be discussed

Action G-VI-3:

OSEval-TT co-chairs to consider including evaluation of sentinel 3 observations (or
SWOT) with support from the COSS-TT selecting the regions in their work plan
(also including BGC)

Action G-VI-4:

OSEval-TT co-chairs (with GOV co-chairs) to consider contributing to the climate
change debate on a broader scale e.g. wrt future observation requirements (not
only through CLIVAR/GSOP)

Action G-VI-5:

OSEval-TT co-chairs and PO to organise the OSEval-TT workshop in 2016, dates
and location to be confirmed

Action G-VI-6:

DA-TT to organise a joint workshop with the MEAP-TT in July 2016

Action G-VI-7:

PO to check with Chris Brown/Emlyn Jones if it can help to support the
questionnaire (end-user requirements)

Action G-VI-8:

PO to support the MEAP-TT co-chairs in identifying a representative for the
MEAP-TT from the Met Office

Action G-VI-9:

COSS-TT co-chairs to include details about the collaboration with the IV-TT in the
COSS white paper.

Action G-VI-10:

IV-TT co-chairs and PO to explore options for providing a tool to easily share,
exchange and track progress with activities

Action G-VI-11:

IV-TT co-chairs to organise the next IV-TT workshop in 2016; dates and location to
be discussed

Action G-VI-12:

OSEval-TT co-chairs to explore options to improve collaboration with the GOOS,
including setting up a special panel at Patrons level (see also action G-VI-13.)

Action G-VI-13:

GOVST co-chairs to discuss options for setting up an Observations Group at
Patrons’ level to better direct the GOV TTs in supporting any issues related to the
ocean observing system.

Action G-VI-14:

GOVST co-chairs to continue to support Argo and to improve communication with
GOOS

Action G-VI-15:

The GOVST and TTs to work with the VC representatives on facilitating processing
large new data sets when available.

Action G-VI-16:

COSS-TT co-chairs to plan the next COSS workshop with ARCOM chairs (e.g.
include training or tutorials) and to make an effort to also engage with/invite
representatives from large-scale systems.

Action G-VI-17:

GOV TTs to draft a letter of support for the PO to be sent to Patrons in order to
highlight the difficult financial situation and the need to keep the PO going to
make TT activities possible.

Action G-VI-18:

All IV-TT intercomparison groups to decide if and how much information about
the Class-4 intercomparison should be made publicly available (IV-TT co-chairs
and PO to set up questionnaire).
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Action G-VI-19:

PO to check the budget information from the last Santa Cruz meeting (OSEval/IVTT, 2011) and forward to AM.

Action G-VI-20:

GOVST co-chairs and PO to discuss options for setting up a “super TT meeting “ at
future GOVST annual meetings, also to be iterated with the TT co-chairs.

Action G-VI-21:

GOVST co-chairs/PO to add points about future organisation of GOVST meeting to
agenda of next meeting

Action G-VI-22:

KWB to run a doodle poll to make sure the best suitable date for the next GOVSTVII meeting in India is found
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Appendix D: List of presentations
Welcome addresses, meeting objectives, project office report and Strategic Plan Introduction
Topics

Presentation

Presenter

1.1 Welcome and
introduction

Welcome

Gary Brassington (BoM)

1.2 Meeting topics and
objectives

GOVST-VI: 6th Meeting

Andreas Schiller (CSIRO)

1.3 Patrons' Group report

GODAE OceanView Patrons’ Group Report:
Masafumi Kamachi (MRI-JMA)
2015

1.4 Programme Office report GOV Programme Office Report 2015

Kirsten Wilmer-Becker (Met
Office)

Task team presentations – overview of TT achievements since last meeting (work plan and science
questions)
2.1 Report from COSS- TT

The GOV COSS Task Team: News + Focus
activities

Pierre De Mey (LEGOS)

2.2 Science questions from
COSS-TT

The GOV COSS Task Team: Science
Questions

Villy Kourafalou (University of
Miami)

2.3 Report from the IV-TT

IV-TT overview since GOV-ST-5 meeting

Fabrice Hernandez (Mercator
Ocean)

2.4 Report and science
questions from IV-TT

IV-TT Discussion: How can we maximise our Fabrice Hernandez (Mercator
understanding ?
Ocean)

2.5 Report and science
Observing System Evaluation Task Team
questions from OSEval-TT
2.6 Report and Science
questions from CP-TT

Peter Oke (CSIRO)

GODAE OceanView Coupled Prediction Task Hal Ritchie (Environment
Team (CP-TT) (6.6 MB)
Canada)

2.6.1 Announcement of HRCP Flyer: High-resolution Ocean Modelling for
workshop
Coupled seamless predictions

Hal Ritchie (Environment
Canada)

2.7 Report from DA-TT

Data Assimilation Task Team (DA-TT)

Matt Martin (Met Office)

2.8 Science questions from
DA-TT

DA-TT Science Questions

Andy Moore (UC Santa Cruz)

2.9 Report from MEAP-TT

Marine Ecosystem Analysis and Prediction
Task Team

Marion Gehlen (LSCE)

2.10 Science questions from
MEAP-TT

GOV MEAP-TT discussion topic : «Impact of
biases in vertical physics in physical ocean
Katja Fennel (Dalhousie
reanalyses on biogeochemical tracer
University)
distributions »

Overview of ocean services
4.1 IMOS

Australia’s Integrated Marine Observing System - Moninya Roughan (University of
Overview of Ocean Services for GOV-ST
New South Wales)

4.2 Copernicus

Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring
Fabrice Hernandez (Mercator
Service: CMEMS Framework and Implementation Ocean)
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Overview
4.3 NOAA/NOS/IOOS

Overview of NOAA’s Ocean Products and Service Avichal Mehra (NOAA)

4.4 NMEFC

Review of Ocean Service in China (7.7MB)

Guimei Liu (NMEFC)

4.5 INCOIS

Indian Ocean Forecast System (INDOFOS)

Abhisek Chattterjee (INCOIS)

Science Day presentations
5.1 Science day
presentation 1

East Australian Current Mooring Array

Bernadette Sloyan (CSIRO)

5.2 Science day
presentation 2

Western Boundary Current eddies: a view from
Argo

Tatiana Rykova (CSIRO)

5.3 Science day
presentation 3

Forecasting synoptic features of the East
Australian Current using ensemble data
assimilation (12.7 MB)

Paul Sandery (BoM)

5.4 Science day
presentation 4

Evaluation of Loop Current and Gulf Stream
against Observations in an Operationsl Global
Ocean Model

Avichal Mehra (NOAA)

5.5 Science day
presentation 5

Monitoring and Prediction of the Kuroshio
System “Recent Developments of Model and
Data Assimilation System at JMA/MRI" (6 MB)

Masa Kamachi (MRI-JMA)

5.6 Science day
presentation 6

INDESO: Towards the operational management
of Tuna fisheries in Indonesian

Marion Gehlen (LSCE)

5.7 Science day
presentation 7

1/50° North Atlantic Modeling with HYCOM (12.1 Eric Chassignet (Florida State
MB)
University)

5.8 Science day
presentation 8

Using Data Assimilation to learn about the ocean Brian Powell (University of
(5.5 MB)
Hawaii)

5.9 Science day
presentation 9

Some interesting aspects of the EnKF ocean
forecasting (16 MB)

5.10 Science day
presentation 10

Ne'er for the faint of heart: Analysis and forecast
error covariance estimates using the adjoint of Andy Moore (UC Santa Cruz)
4D-Var

5.11 Science day
presentation 11

A relocatable coupled atmosphere-ocean
prediction system (5.3 MB)

Pavel Sakov (BoM)

Hal Ritchie (Environment
Canada)

Meeting conclusion and future plan
6.1 Patrons' Group
feedback

Feedback from the GOV Patrons’ Group meeting,
Masafumi Kamachi (MRI-JMA)
4 Nov 2015

6.2 Summer school

Preliminary Project for an Interna1onal School:
Toward New Frontiers in Operational
Oceanography (8.3 MB)

Jacques Verron (LEGI)

6.3 Actions from current
GOVST-VI actions – first iteration
meeting

Kirsten Wilmer-Becker (Met
Office)

6.4 Upcoming GOV and
GOV related events

GOV upcoming meetings

Kirsten Wilmer-Becker (Met
Office)

6.5 Next GOVST-VII
meeting

VIIth Annual Meeting of GOADE OceanView
Science Team

Abhisek Chatterjee (INCOIS)
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Appendix E: TPOS 2020 Overview and Possible Joint Actions with GOV
Introduction
TPOS 2020 is a focused, finite term project, to be completed in 2020, with its primary outcome being
an international coordinated and supported sustainable observing system for the Tropical Pacific
Ocean. TPOS 2020 aims to achieve a significant change in all elements that contribute to the Tropical
Pacific Observing System (TPOS), aiming for greater and continued efficiency, greater effectiveness
for all stakeholders, enhanced robustness and sustainability, and improved governance,
coordination and supporting arrangements.
Its governance and modus operandi has much in common with GODAE and GOV. The Project is
“owned” by the agency stakeholders and, while there is a formal reporting line through GOOS, it is
otherwise independent and self-sustained. http://tpos2020.org/ contains further background
including Terms of Reference for the Steering Committee and Task Teams (see organisational
structure), a Prospectus, Monthly (and Mid-Year) Status Reports, and information on the Distributed
Project Office (DPO). The Steering Committee met for the second time, in Hobart 14-17 October and
this paper is largely drawn from the conclusions of that meeting.

Figure 1: Schematic of likely reporting timeline

Schedule of Work
The Steering Committee has divided its work through six Task Teams:




Broadly based regional Western and Eastern Pacific Task Teams, in principle spanning the
scientific scope of TPOS, but with a primary objective of enhancing regional engagement and
support of the observing system.
Domain-specific Task Teams in scientific areas where either the current observing system is
not mature, or where the level of knowledge and effort is not meeting need.
Biogeochemistry, the Planetary Boundary Layer, and Modelling and Data Assimilation are
the initial three foci.
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The Backbone Task Team builds on the work of the other Task Teams and on existing
knowledge to design the backbone (core) of the TPOS, the cornerstone/fundamental
contributions that we seek to sustain over the long-term.

The regional and domain-specific Task Teams will lead the innovation and evolution, testing new
approaches and trialling new technologies, through Pilot Experiments (testing in a research
environment) and Pilot Designs (testing and proving in a quasi-sustained setting). All Task Teams are
using ‘strawman’ approaches to generate the initial set of ideas and designs.
TPOS anticipates that the major outputs of the Project will be delivered as in Figure 1, with the major
focus now on the interim Backbone design and initiation of a number of pilots.

High-level outcomes from SC-2
The Second meeting of the now extended Steering Committee (with TT Co-Chairs participating exofficio) held at CSIRO in Hobart was able to make significant progress across most aspects of the
Project. The level of scientific engagement is strong, though not uniformly high around the sponsors.
Major outcomes were:









A community survey, which revealed a strong interest in TPOS 2020 work and provided
guidance across the broad scope of TPOS 2020 work.
Potential to strengthen engagement and participation through its various Task Teams (e.g.
Planetary Boundary Layer and Eastern Pacific Task Teams).
The “strawman” approach to developing initial ideas has worked well and led to options for
reshaping the backbone as well as a number of proposals for supporting studies.
The Steering Committee decided to further elaborate four of the strawman :
(a) Joint study with Years of the Maritime Continent,
(b) The Diurnal Cycle (multiple time scales),
(c) Equatorial Pacific upwelling and mixing physics, and
(d) Double ITCZ process study.
Options for a redesign of the Tropical Pacific Observing System Backbone were presented
and the methodology for determining priorities discussed. Further advice is being sought
around a number of aspects including surface stress and possible extensions for surface
variables. This interim design will undergo refinement and scientific and external
stakeholder review over the coming 12 months prior to publication.
Further consideration was given to priorities for modelling and data assimilation, integration
of satellite contributions into the design, biogeochemical science questions and strategy for
the Western Pacific.

GOV Interests
The Modelling and Data Assimilation Task Team is now being established (Co-Chaired by Eric
Guilyardi and Arun Kumar) and will have the following initial areas for focus:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Give immediate attention to potential OSE/OSSE experiments that might be conducted in
conjunction with GOV, including the Gasparin et al/ARMOR-3D study (Backbone);
Consider options for a more systematic approach to understanding model biases, with
satellite winds and SST as potential candidates (improved specificity for the Backbone);
Through the Eastern Pacific Upwelling and Mixing pilot project or otherwise, seek avenues to
improve understanding and modelling of coupling between the surface and the thermocline;
Promote studies on the assimilation of salinity in ocean and climate models;
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v.

vi.

vii.

The use of high resolution simulations to help guide observing strategies and expectations
for circulation and advective flux monitoring for budget closure, and for biogeochemical
sampling.
Examine options for improved understanding of errors and uncertainty in analyses and
forecasts (ocean, coupled), including through GOV real-time data assimilation innovation
records and associated metrics; and
Examine options for a tropical ocean systematic errors workshop, involving observational,
modeling and assimilation experts.

The first part of topic (v) derives from one of the “stretch” objectives for TPOS 2020, to close the
heat budget for the tropical Pacific. The attached draft paper by Tony Lee, who is also on the
Backbone TT, describes some initial proof-of-concept experiments that would need access to GOV
systems.
In reality, the usefulness of existing model-based evidence is at best supportive, and none has been
definitive in terms of the early design work. Simpler approaches such as in Gasparin et al (2015) and
ARMOR-3D have been far more useful for quantifying relative contributions from moorings and
Argo, for example. Of the advice that is available, that derived from GOV-class models (e.g. Fujii et al
2015) is the most effective since they are less impacted by systematic errors.
The ocean and atmospheric boundary layers have been singled out for particular attention. By far
the most frustrating area has been surface winds where we find systematic differences between
different SCAT products, between SCAT and NWP/RA products, and between surface wind products
in general and the subsurface ocean structure. TPOS 2020 would be interested to know whether in
the lighter wind regimes of the tropical Pacific, GOV systems reveal similar biases/differences. One
hypothesis is that rain contamination leads to SCAT errors which aggregate around certain wind
regimes. Is there a GHRSST-like mechanism we should be considering for wind? Are we advocating
strongly enough for technology like dual-polar instruments?
The fact that a large proportion of the subsurface ocean data is used to “correct” model biases is a
major concern since, ultimately, this is the route to impact for much of the TPOS data. It is difficult to
promote extensions and expansions, or to fight back against cuts, if the community cannot
demonstrate that the existing data is being used well. TPOS 2020 argues that data is critical for
improving models and data assimilation, but we have yet to see evidence that this is in fact taking
place. Perhaps we need to replicate the assessment work of IPCC for models playing in the GOV and
TPOS 2020 areas, and commission objective scientific assessments of the modelling and data
assimilation and ocean and climate prediction literature so that we know exactly what we are facing.
We are aware of a number of common interests with Atlantos (eg, the ARMOR-3D/Gasparin et al
studies) and we intend to exploit these synergies, including hopefully some joint GOV work.

Closing the heat budget of the equatorial Pacific based on TPOS2020 measurements
(Tony Lee)
One of the challenges for TPOS2020 is to close the heat budget of the equatorial Pacific Ocean. Dean
Roemmich drew an analogy of this challenge to the “Wyrtki’s challenge” of estimating equatorial
upwelling in the Pacific (Wyrtki 1981, JPO), which a challenge for estimating volume budget. The
TPOS2020 challenge is on heat budget, which is a much bigger challenge. TPOS2020 is interested in
working closely with GODAE OceanView to test the feasibility of following design to address the heat
budget.
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Consider a region bounded by 5N-5S (or 10N-10S), the western boundaries (e.g., the Maritime
continent) and eastern boundary (America), full depth. Estimating the advective heat transport
convergence into this region requires the monitoring of the low-latitude western boundary currents
(LLWBCs, e.g., Mindanao Current in the north and New Guinea Coastal Undercurrent in the south),
the Indonesian throughflow (ITF), and the ocean interior the ocean interior away the LLWBCs. Heat
transport cannot be defined when there is a net volume flux such as the net volume transport into
the southern boundary and out of the ITF region. Therefore, we focus the discussion on temperature
flux (i.e., the inner product of velocity and temperature, ).
1. In the ocean interior away from LLWBCs: Argo data provide vertical profiles of meridional
geostrophic currents on monthly and longer time scales; satellite scatterometer provide
estimates of meridional Ekman currents (on time scales longer than a few days). Together
they allow the estimates of meridional advective temperature flux convergence into the
interior portion of the region based on MONTHLY inner product of total
(geostrophic+Ekman) meridional velocity V and temperature T, i.e.
integrated over the interior longitudes
and depth. The subscript m indicates monthly average.
2. In the LLWBC regions, glider measurements provide MONTHLY estimate of meridional
velocity and temperature (vertical profiles) and thus the estimates of meridional
temperature flux convergence based on MONTHLY inner products of meridional velocity V
and temperature T, i.e.,
integrated over the LLWBC longitudes
and depth. For simplicity we assume the glider lines to be zonal.
3. In the ITF region: mooring measurements provide estimates of temperature flux (products of
velocity and temperature) that can resolve sub-monthly variations.
The total temperature flux convergence is 1+2+3. The question that needs to be addressed is
whether the above design scenario can provide sufficiently accurately estimate of the temperature
flux convergence into the region using monthly data to calculate the temperature flux convergence
for the interior and LLWBC regions. This is necessary to address because of sub-monthly variability
across the 5N-5S (or 8N-8S) latitudes that may contribute significantly to temperature flux through
where and are sub-monthly variations of velocity and temperature associated with
features such as tropical instability waves or vortices in the interior and eddies in the LLWBC regions.
GODAE OceanView’s high-resolution systems can provide an assessment of how significant the
contribution by
is. This can be done by comparing the temperature flux convergence calculated
from (1) high-frequency output of the systems (daily should be sufficient) at eddy-permitting or
resolving spatial resolutions and from (2) monthly V and T products. For (2), the interior V and T
should be decimated to 5-degree longitude resolution to be more comparable to the spatial scales
resolvable by Argo on monthly time scale. The calculation should be performed for the region
bounded by 5N-5S as well as 8N-8S because the latter is less susceptible to the influence by tropical
instability waves and vortices across the 8N & 8S boundaries.
Additional assessment needed from GODAE OceanView: Argo currently only samples the upper 2000
m in the ocean interior, and gliders sample only the upper 700 m in the LLWBC regions. Therefore,
an additional assessment is needed to compare the result from the above calculation over full depth
with an additional calculation that is limited to the upper 2000 m in the interior longitudes and
upper 700 m in the LLWBC longitudes.
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A more sophisticated assessment using GODAE OceanView systems is to example the interior based
on Argo sampling, and the LLWBC regions based on glider sampling. This approach can also help
addressed the potential aliasing issue (i.e., the representativeness of monthly averages based on
Argo sampling in the interior and glider sampling in the LLWBC regions). This task would require
much more work and should be pursued only if the assessment described earlier suggests that V’T’
has little contributions. The reason is that the first assessment raises a significant issue, it is a moot
point to pursue the second assessment.

Closing the heat budget of the equatorial Pacific based on TPOS2020 measurements
Tony Lee
One of the challenges for TPOS2020 is to close the heat budget of the equatorial Pacific
Ocean. Dean Roemmich drew an analogy of this challenge to the “Wyrtki’s challenge” of estimating
equatorial upwelling in the Pacific (Wyrtki 1981, JPO), which a challenge for estimating volume
budget. The TPOS2020 challenge is on heat budget, which is a much bigger challenge. TPOS2020 is
interested in working closely with GODAE OceanView to test the feasibility of following design to
address the heat budget.
Consider a region bounded by 5N-5S (or 10N-10S), the western boundaries (e.g., the
Maritime continent) and eastern boundary (America), full depth. Estimating the advective heat
transport convergence into this region requires the monitoring of the low-latitude western boundary
currents (LLWBCs, e.g., Mindanao Current in the north and New Guinea Coastal Undercurrent in the
south), the Indonesian throughflow (ITF), and the ocean interior the ocean interior away the
LLWBCs. Heat transport cannot be defined when there is a net volume flux such as the net volume
transport into the southern boundary and out of the ITF region. Therefore, we focus the discussion on
temperature flux (i.e., the inner product of velocity and temperature, ).
1. In the ocean interior away from LLWBCs: Argo data provide vertical profiles of meridional
geostrophic currents on monthly and longer time scales; satellite scatterometer provide
estimates of meridional Ekman currents (on time scales longer than a few days). Together
they allow the estimates of meridional advective temperature flux convergence into the
interior portion of the region based on MONTHLY inner product of total
(geostrophic+Ekman) meridional velocity V and temperature T, i.e.
integrated over the interior
longitudes and depth. The subscript m indicates monthly average.
2. In the LLWBC regions, glider measurements provide MONTHLY estimate of meridional
velocity and temperature (vertical profiles) and thus the estimates of meridional temperature
flux convergence based on MONTHLY inner products of meridional velocity V and
temperature T, i.e.,
integrated over the LLWBC
longitudes and depth. For simplicity we assume the glider lines to be zonal.
3. In the ITF region: mooring measurements provide estimates of temperature flux (products of
velocity and temperature) that can resolve sub-monthly variations.
The total temperature flux convergence is 1+2+3. The question that needs to be addressed is
whether the above design scenario can provide sufficiently accurately estimate of the temperature flux
convergence into the region using monthly data to calculate the temperature flux convergence for the
interior and LLWBC regions. This is necessary to address because of sub-monthly variability across
the 5N-5S (or 8N-8S) latitudes that may contribute significantly to temperature flux through
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where and are sub-monthly variations of velocity and temperature associated with features such
as tropical instability waves or vortices in the interior and eddies in the LLWBC regions.
GODAE OceanView’s high-resolution systems can provide an assessment of how significant
the contribution by
is. This can be done by comparing the temperature flux convergence
calculated from (1) high-frequency output of the systems (daily should be sufficient) at eddypermitting or resolving spatial resolutions and from (2) monthly V and T products. For (2), the
interior V and T should be decimated to 5-degree longitude resolution to be more comparable to the
spatial scales resolvable by Argo on monthly time scale. The calculation should be performed for the
region bounded by 5N-5S as well as 8N-8S because the latter is less susceptible to the influence by
tropical instability waves and vortices across the 8N & 8S boundaries.
Additional assessment needed from GODAE OceanView: Argo currently only samples the
upper 2000 m in the ocean interior, and gliders sample only the upper 700 m in the LLWBC regions.
Therefore, an additional assessment is needed to compare the result from the above calculation over
full depth with an additional calculation that is limited to the upper 2000 m in the interior longitudes
and upper 700 m in the LLWBC longitudes.
A more sophisticated assessment using GODAE OceanView systems is to example the
interior based on Argo sampling, and the LLWBC regions based on glider sampling. This approach
can also help addressed the potential aliasing issue (i.e., the representativeness of monthly averages
based on Argo sampling in the interior and glider sampling in the LLWBC regions). This task would
require much more work and should be pursued only if the assessment described earlier suggests that
V’T’ has little contributions. The reason is that the first assessment raises a significant issue, it is a
moot point to pursue the second assessment.
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Appendix F: Acronyms
AATSR

Advanced Along-Track Scanning Radiometer

AMSRE

Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer - Earth Observing System

AGU

American Geophysical Union

CEOS

Committee on Earth Observation Satellites

CFOO

Centre for Observational Oceanography

CLIVAR

Climate Variability and Predictability

CLS

Collecte Localisation Satellites

CMCC

Euro-Mediterranean Center on Climate Change

C-NOOFS

Canadian-Newfoundland operational ocean forecasting system

COAMPS

Coupled Ocean/Atmosphere Mesoscale Prediction System

COFS

Coastal Ocean Forecasting System

CONCEPTS

Canadian Operational Network of Coupled Environmental Prediction Systems

COSS-TT

Coastal and Shelf Seas Task Team

CSIRO

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation

ECCO

Estimating the Circulation and Climate of the Ocean

ECMWF

European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts

EEZ

Exclusive Economic Zone

EO

Earth Observations

ESA

European Space Agency

ET-OOFS

Expert Team for Operational Ocean Forecasting Systems

EUMETSAT

European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites

ECV

Essential climate variables

FOAM

Forecast Ocean Atmosphere Model

GCOM

Global Change Observation Mission

CDEF

Climate dataset evaluation framework

GEO

Intergovernmental Group on Earth Observations

GFCS

Global Framework for Climate Services

GHRSST

Global High Resolution Sea Surface Temperature

GODAS

NCEP Global Ocean Data Assimilation System

GOOS

Global Ocean Observing System

GSC

GOOS Steering Committee

GSOP

Global Synthesis and Observations Panel

GOV

GODAE OceanView

GOVSR

GODAE OceanView Symposium & Review

GOVST

GODAE OceanView Science Team

HYCOM

Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model
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I-GOOS

Intergovernmental Committee for Global Ocean Observing System

INDOFOS

Indian Ocean Forecast System

IOC

Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission

IOCGG

International Ocean Colour Coordinating Group

IOOS

Integrated Ocean Observing System

IP

Implementation plan

IVOS

Infrared Visible Optical Sensors

IV-TT

Intercomparison and Validation Task Team

JCOMM

WMO-IOC Joint Technical Commission for Oceanography and Marine Meteorology

JMA

Japan Meteorological Agency

LOC

Local organising committee

MEP-TT

Marine Ecosystem Prediction Task Team

MEAP-TT

Marine Ecosystem Analysis and Prediction Task Team

MFS

Mediterranean Forecasting System

MOVE/MRI.COM

Multivariate Ocean Variational Estimation/MRI.COM

MRI

Japan Meteorological Institute

NASA

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NCEP

National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)

NEMO

Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean

NMEFC

National

NOAA

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

NRL

Naval Research Laboratory

NRT

Near-real-time

OIS

Observing System Statement

ONR

Office of Naval Research

OO

Ocean Observation(s)

OOFS

Operational Ocean Forecasting System

OOPC

Ocean Observation Panel for Climate

OSE

Observing System Experiment

OSEval-TT

Observing System Evaluation Task Team

OSSE

Observing System Simulation Experiment

OST

Ocean Surface Topography

OSTST

Ocean Surface Topography Science Team

OSVW

Ocean Surf Vector Wind

PC

Programme Committee

PG

Patrons’ Group

PICO

GOOS Panel for Integrated Coastal Observations

PNBOIA

Brazilian national buoy programme
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RAN

Royal Australian Navy

REMO

Oceanographic Modelling and Research Network

ROMS

Relocatable Ocean Model System

RTOFS

Real-time Ocean Forecasting System

SAR

Synthetic Aperture Radar

SMOS

Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity

SMRCP-TT

Short to Medium Range Coupled Prediction Task Team

SSS

Sea Surface Salinity

SST

Sea Surface Temperature

SWOT

Surface Water Ocean Topography

TOPAZ

Towards an Operational Prediction system for the North Atlantic European coastal Zones

TT

Task Team

VC

Virtual constellations

WCRP

World Climate Research Programme

WGCV

CEOS Working Group on Cal/Val

WGNE

Working Group for Numerical Experimentation

WIP

White papers

WMO

World Meteorological Organisation

WP

Work plan

UFBA

University Federal da Bahia

UNESCO

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
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